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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

OBcial Chinese policy is aimed at zero COVID cases, infections or deaths in the country.  To that

end, they locked down more than half of the country’s largest cities,  including 26 million people in

Shanghai.

As a way to put the scale of what's happening in China into perspective, CNBC  took a look at the

numbers as they relate to the Snancial center of Shanghai. The city is home to the world's busiest

port and the lockdowns have forced roughly three times as many people as live in New York City to

stay home, undergo mass viral testing, and in some cases to be forced vaccination.

While their oBcial permanent resident population in 2020 was 24.9 million,  some believe it now is

near 26 million.  But that's just 1.8% of the total population of the country.  Shanghai accounts for

7.3% of exports from the country and 14.4% of imports. Many of these exports come from the

semiconductor manufacturing center in Shanghai and many automobile manufacturers also have

plants in Shanghai.

It's also a major center for many multinational corporations, including P&G, Nike, General Electric

and Apple. Each of these corporations and industries, as well as the goods produced and exported,

are affected by these lockdowns, which cannot stem the spread of this virus.

It is crucial to know and understand what is happening to the people of China as internet censors

are removing information  and mainstream media are not covering the extent of the issue. Much of

the surveillance and data gathering that support these brutal attacks on the people come from a QR

code system  that has been in place since February 2020.

Individuals must download the app on their phones to go to stores or ride public transportation.

Without approval from the system, people are locked out. The system monitors activities and

reports them directly to the police,  an action that is not widely known or understood. This is the

type of vaccine passport system some would like to be released around the world.

Chinese Government Claims Measures Are to Achieve Zero COVID

COVID-19 made its Srst appearance in Wuhan, China, before 9,000 military athletes from all over

the world went to Wuhan to participate in the 2019 World Military Games, creating a super spreader

event.

OBcially, the Chinese government has a zero-COVID policy, which they describe as “the only way

forward,” as reported by The Washington Post.  According to the Post:

“Wu Zunyou, the chief epidemiologist of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and

Prevention, said last week that the reason other countries didn’t follow this approach is

because they were simply unable — unlike China.

Other countries had no choice but to “lie down” and accept the virus, but “dynamically

clearing” remains the best option for China, he said.”

The zero COVID policy is unachievable with what we know about the virus and it is unthinkable that

the Chinese government oBcials and health experts are unaware of the facts that make their goal

unrealistic. It’s unbelievable that they are unaware the measures they put in place to achieve that

goal are brutal and insupportable.

The COVID-19 virus comes from a family of viruses that commonly cause the common cold.

These viruses have an animal reservoir, which we also know to be true about SARS-CoV-2, the virus

that causes COVID-19.  This means that when the virus is not infecting people, it is infecting

animals. It's apparent the Chinese government knows this by some of the actions they've been

taking.

Yet, while they believe household pets may carry the virus and spread it, they are not extending

their measures to address the billions of wildlife that exist in the country with similar potential to

carry the virus, even though they claim the virus Srst originated in a bat.

To reasonably achieve zero COVID in China, it would require killing every animal in the country and

completely closing the borders to any travel in or out, including import of goods, unless those

products were stopped at the border and a different crew took over the truck, plane, or train.

In other words, using the Chinese government's logic, China must be separated from the rest of the

world. However, like all mass measures against millions of people, some information gets out. I

must warn you that the rest of this article details just some of the atrocities being perpetrated on

the people of China and the videos supporting these claims are disturbing to watch.

26 Million People ConEned to Their Homes in Shanghai

To put what follows into perspective, April 18, 2022, Reuters  reported that Shanghai had

experienced three deaths from the Omicron variant, which we now know produces no more than

mild cold symptoms in most people.  Reportedly, this was their Srst deaths in Shanghai of patients

with COVID-19 in the current outbreak.

Shanghai continues to report asymptomatic COVID cases as well as symptomatic illnesses and has

conducted more than 200 million nucleic acid tests since March 10, 2022. This all is an effort to

achieve a zero COVID country. Yet, in an interview with government adviser Dr. Ivan Hung, ABC

News  learned that “eventually everyone will have to live with the virus,” which is far from having a

zero-COVID state.

A phased lockdown in Shanghai began March 28, 2022, but by April 5, 2022, 26 million residents

were under the single biggest citywide restrictions since the pandemic began.  These lockdowns

forced residents to stay in their homes and did not allow them to visit the grocery store to replenish

food or to get medication from the pharmacy.

This affected hundreds of thousands of elderly in the city, which experts estimate account for

nearly one-third of the Shanghai population.  The South China Morning Post  tells the plight of one

elderly couple who, like others in their position, live alone and keep less than a week's worth of food

at home.

At the start of the lockdown, the couple began rationing the food they had, hoping to make it

through the lockdown or until government supplies could reach their home. Their daughter was

also quarantined, and the couple were unable to use smartphones because of their eyesight.

In their case, a young couple in the compound began organizing help for all the elderly residents to

get them food and supplies. But not every isolated older individual had this help. This video shows

people trying to break out of a compound, shouting “We are starving!”

Despite the strain on the city's logistics and delivery system that impacted food shortages, a video

released on social media shows large quantities of fruits and vegetables delivered to a warehouse

where they were opened and shoveled directly into garbage bins.

One online list of people who have died because of the restrictions was deleted by the Chinese

Communist Party-backed censors. Radio Free Asia  reports that although a user saved it to a

blockchain-based site, the URL was blocked. The site claimed more than 152 deaths were directly

linked to the zero COVID restrictions and that these were “incomplete numbers.”

Among the names were a former oBcial at the Hongkau district maternal and child health center

after he committed suicide, a nurse who died from an asthma attack, the vice president of NETCOM

Securities, who died from a stroke, and several suicides of people who died jumping from tall

buildings.

Brutality Used to Enforce Quarantine Orders and Vaccinations

After testing positive, residents are not allowed to quarantine in their homes, but are transported to

quarantine camps where they are packed into metal cell cities quickly erected around Shanghai.

One shown on ABC News  had 3,900 beds and was built in one week.

Residents who are unwilling to be transported to camps without adequate facilities, temperature

control, or food are brutally grabbed off the street.  The Guardian  reported that in early April

2022, 30 hospitals across the city suspended operations.

In other words, as the government told their citizens they feared a rising number of cases and

deaths, they also suspended operations at hospitals. Individuals began taking to social media to

ask for help. The Guardian  reported that one resident wrote “I’m not able to buy food. I have

nothing left in my fridge. My neighborhood has been sealed off. I don’t know what to do.” And

another:

“Our 90-year-old has diabetes. Before the lockdown, our doctor prescribed to us some

medication to use at home because all the nurses were asked to help with Covid tests.

Suddenly, Pudong was shut down, and we were unable to get the medication at all. Then we

bought it online, but the delivery company was unable to send it to us because they are not

delivering anything now.”

The cruelty against the citizens of China has not ended with the quarantine restrictions and the

dangers associated with it. The Chinese government is anxious for all citizens to be vaccinated. To

that end, they are hunting down people in the street  and forcibly vaccinating adults and children.

Sometimes they have broken into people's homes.  In one video, you can hear a child screaming in

fear while the adults are laughing.  According to The Washington Post,  critics of the restrictions

of lockdown, brutality and starvation consider these concerns to be an unavoidable cost of mass

restrictions and no longer necessary since nearly 90% of the country is vaccinated.

Yet, oBcials continue to tell the citizens that relaxing restriction policies would lead to “an

unsustainable surge in death.”  However, despite more than 350,000 people who tested positive

since March 1, 2022, either the country has discovered a cure, or the Omicron variant is really just a

mild illness since only three unvaccinated people ages 89 to 91 have died, each of whom had

preexisting medical conditions.

Shanghai Lockdown Adding Pressure to Global Supply Chain

In addition to the crimes against humanity, it's also important to recognize the economic damage

caused by the citywide lockdown and the congestion in the port of Shanghai. The Epoch Times

reports this lockdown will likely cause disruptions in logistics that will eventually exacerbate the

global supply chain challenges, which began at the start of the pandemic.

One U.S. Snancial expert told The Epoch Times this could create greater injationary pressure in the

U.S. since Shanghai plays a crucial role in the manufacturing industry and exports to America. One

survey done by the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai shows 167 U.S. companies that

conduct business in Shanghai have lowered their forecasted revenues.

A shortage of staff, no raw materials and slower production have impacted the manufacture and

distribution of goods. The U.S. imports more than 15% of its products from China and will likely

continue to feel the pinch of rising prices.

Pets Are Not Exempt in a Police State

Public criticism is also aimed at oBcials who are killing pets when owners are testing positive for

the virus.  Radio Free Asia reported the efforts of one Shanghai resident, Ji Xiaolong, who

published a petition to authorities in Beijing while under lockdown.

After this he was warned about speaking out in public, but spoke to a Radio Free Asia reporter

saying, "I hope my petition will be placed on Xi Jinping's desk," and that he has been taking multiple

phone calls every minute from people across China since the petition was posted.

The petition followed closely on the heels of video footage of enforcement personnel beating a

Corgi dog on the side of the road after the owner was taken away, having tested positive for COVID-

19.

Radio Free Asia  reports that in the video, one member of the local neighborhood committee said

he poisoned the dog and then handed it over to the committee. This is only one example of pets in

the city that have been abused and killed when their owners test positive for COVID-19.

After the incident, the committee responded: “At that time, the workers did not consider (the

matter) very comprehensively. We will communicate with the owner and offer compensation later.”

In another video, you can see six enforcers with long metal poles beating a very small dog to

death  and a third shows at least nine bags Slled with pet cats on the curbside waiting to be

killed.

It isn’t diBcult to imagine how locking down and starving residents, forcing vaccinations on

children and adults, and abusing and destroying people’s pets is one more way of manipulating and

controlling people to bow to the will of the elite.

One comment on Twitter seems to sum it up “Fear and hunger turn into bravery and anger against

injustice. Ignorance and blind obedience turn into brutality and inhumanity.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,197 ratings

ORDER NOW
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You believed their lie at the beginning ... many still support their narrative by wearing masks and persecuting and criticizing those who

refuse to go along with the lie ... and not enough people are being vocal and refusing to bend the knee to dictatorship ... so the lie

continues to have power. Therefore everybody suffers.
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And their target is? Look at how the Chinese treated their Ugher population in the west? They locked many of them up, tortured

and abused these people because they are/were Muslim, not Chinese Communists. (Various shades of Vietnamese torture??)

Who knows how many died. Imprisoned women were tortured and raped. Not much leaked out about the men, assume many

"were disappeared". If we continue to apply Western values to Eastern tyrannical govts., we will surely be misled. This was a

control move on the Shanghai population, to set an example and keep the remainder of Chinese in line.

Already whispers and signs that Bejing may be the next city to lock down.  At the same time, the Chinese are waging an

economic attack on heavily dependent export products, like computer chips and household appliances. Major Chinese shipping

ports have been closed down due to "Zero Covid", with empty shipping containers waiting for product that does not arrive. New

chip plants in the US and EU are under construction, however, any signiScant output may be 1-1/2 to 2 years away. Wish the

Koreans would step up their shipments to counter this attack.

Time will tell, when new cars are (again) delayed, and building products and appliances are 6 or 8 months out in estimated

delivery dates. Hopefully, this is not to "real" for everyone to grasp that between these moves by the Chinese and the burning

down of food processing facilities and train lines' failure to ship fertilizer, the US could be heading towards fairly serious issues

by end of summer, beg of fall, or thereabouts. Online pundits have been muttering about this for at least the past 2

months...stay tuned!
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Have you noticed.. the people who are least healthy are most likely to wear masks.
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rrealrose, don't forget that China is also harvesting human organs to sell from the Ugher people, as well as other ethnic and

religious minorities. These people are treated like livestock, locked up until there is a buyer for one or more of their organs.
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Enter Nicole Schwab-Rothschild: '' The Shocks Are Coming...'' - April 29th, 2022 Nicole Schwab is a mesmerizing new voice for

our times, offering a message of Earth-centered wisdom reuniting us with the divine feminine.
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How China Locks Down Over 1 Billion People
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The oBcial policy in China is aimed at zero COVID cases in the country. They have locked

down over 1 billion people to stop the spread of a virus from a family of cold viruses known to

have an animal reservoir

'

This means to achieve zero COVID China must kill every living animal, close all borders to

people moving into or out of the country and change crews for all imports and exports on

planes, trains and trucks to completely isolate the people

'

The goal is likely not zero COVID since one government adviser told a reporter, "eventually

everyone will have to live with the virus." In the meantime, people are starving in their homes, their pets are beaten to death, food is being thrown

away and adults and children are being force vaccinated in their homes and on the street

'

Roughly 26 million Shanghai residents, 1 out of 3 of whom are elderly, have been unable to go to the store or get medication starting March 28, 2022,

and if they test positive, they are forced to quarantine in metal cubicle cities without temperature control or running water in their hut

'
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our times, offering a message of Earth-centered wisdom reuniting us with the divine feminine.

www.bitchute.com/.../L5KZEuzF1NL3  www.weforum.org/.../nicole-c-schwab  www.weforum.org/.../nicole-schwab  The

International Gender Champions (IGC) Nicole Schwab - Former Co-Founder, EDGE CertiSed Foundation

https://youtu.be/z2JKzEuzUGw  genderchampions.com/.../nicole-schwab  https://edge-cert.org/  Nicole Schwab is Co-Director

for Nature-Based Solutions and 1t.org at the World Economic Forum.

www.sohforum.org/.../nicole-schwab  goddess-pages.co.uk/the-heart-of-the-labyrinth-by-nicole-schwab/  Nicole is author of

The Heart of the Labyrinth, an evocative spiritual parable, which gives voice to her engagement on behalf of a world that values

and honors the sacred feminine and is rooted in our connection to the Earth as a LIVING BEING.  Nicole Schwab (46 yo) -

second in command of the ww YGL with Daddy Darth Klaus www.younggloballeaders.org/people

 pbs.twimg.com/.../EmiT3RsXUAUNtjK  Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship in partnership with the World Economic

Forum.

Hilde Schwab, [wife of Klaus] Chairperson and Co-Founder www.schwabfound.org/about  Nicole Schwab Co-Head of

Nature-based Solutions She has a Master’s in Public Policy from Harvard Kennedy School and MA in Natural Sciences from

Cambridge University. Formerly, she has worked on health sector reform projects in Latin America, World Bank and the Ministry

of Health of Bolivia. 2004-06, Founding Director, Forum of Young Global Leaders

www.weforum.org/.../gfc-on-nature-based-solutions  theorg.com/.../nicole-schwab
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Olivier M. Schwab Managing Director, World Economic Forum www.weforum.org/.../olivier_schwab  Maybe the well groomed

future Young Global Leader(s) of Planet Earth... [Darth Schwab's kids] will follow in their father's/parent's footsteps to complete

their vision for the CHINAFICATION of the world... it wouldn't be that shocking. i.imgur.com/culqN1J.jpg  |

 |www.bitchute.com/.../SAWrRE3jX6Tk  |   | stateofthenation.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Screen-Shot-2021-04-25-..

 So"The Shocks Are Coming..." what... like in more shocks?  This might qualify as a shock for a few Brits or US "Left" Coasters I'd

expect. "British Isles" (Poseidon Nuclear Sea Drone) "Tsunami" - (RUSSIA STATE TV) - May 2nd, 2022.

www.bitchute.com/.../S2pYhxUZVWvH
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Demented Disinfo/Diversion Divas Galore during the big ww dump 'n jush: Biden's 'Disinformation Governance Board' Czar

Jankowicz Sings 'Who Do I F*ck to Be (Rich, Famous And) Powerful?' This 'Woman' Will Decide What Speech Is Acceptable And

What Is Disinformation https://youtu.be/60PLEXY-yHY  Biden ‘disinfo’ czar Nina Jankowicz ripped over cringeworthy Mary

Poppins TikTok  nypost.com/2022/04/29/biden-disinfo-czar-nina-jankowicz-ripped-over-ti..  ... and meanwhile in more serious

news: ‘Amber Turd’ Goes Viral After Johnny Depp TestiSes Amber Heard Covered His Bed in Poop as Revenge

www.cheatsheet.com/entertainment/amber-turd-goes-viral-johnny-depp-tes..
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Those who do not know history are forced to repeat it. When the Catholic Church identiSed the ownership of cats with witchcraft and

killed cats, the plague raged across Europe.  This is clearly an agenda of depopulation. If it were about health, ivermectin would be

made widely avail. If ivermection prophylaxis can be effectively implemented in an Indian slum, there is no reason it would not work in

China. If every individual were tested for vitamin D and given adequate supplementation where necessary, this would be over in weeks.

Much cheaper and more eBcient.  One more reason to evacuate from the city and do what you can to become more self-reliant and

resourceful.

The further out, the better. Best to be “where the mountains are high and the emperor far away”.  It is getting much more diBcult and

expensive to buy rural real estate. That is an indication that more people are waking up. Another sign is how far out beef farmers are

scheduled—you may have to go on a 6-8+ month waiting list for a beef halve. Freezers and appliances, too. There are shortages of

many favorite fruit tree varieties… some were unavail last year and also this year. Many of the best heirloom seed varieties are sold out

or very few seeds in packets at higher prices. Many starter plants look crappy and are hybrids. More people are putting in gardens and

raising chickens.

A lot more items in secondhand shops are just worn out crap because people no longer buy as much new (discard old). People

receiving food boxes no longer discard as much. People ask me where to get items that are in short supply. I tell them and they

dilly-dally until the inventory is sold out—then blame me for wasting their time. If you see it in stock and know you will need it

eventually, buy 2, or more. Prices will continue to increase. My observations are a word to the wise. Don't think this cannot come to a

neighborhood near you.  P.S. This is a reason why we have 2A, so we do not have to live under tyranny
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2A = Second Amendment. Yes!  Locking down a huge population and preventing people from buying food or medicine is an

effective way to commit genocide against one's own people. The CCP can simply enforce the lockdown until they judge that

enough people have starved to death or committed suicide, to satisfy their quota. As I was reading this, I remembered that

Klaus Schwab verbally expressed admiration for the Chinese government's ability to control its population. He must be

overjoyed at what is now happening to the poor people of that country. Does anyone believe Schwab doesn't intend the same for

all of us?
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SpiceOddity - you mention Klaus Schwab's approval. And what about Justin Trudeau's approval? That's much more concerning

at the immediate time.
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Other than the fact that the world's population has fallen for the BIGGEST CON IN HISTORY - there's not much left to say, is there!

People are not getting sick from some "Deadly virus". They're sick from what they've always been sick from...cold (including

coronaviruses), ju, poor eating habits, environmental toxins, 5G (which produces the same symptoms as the alleged covid virus), lack

of exercise, etc.. I'm STILL not sick and from what I witness all around me, very few people are sicker than usual and ALL of the people

who I know to be healthy, have not been sick throughout this FRAUD; although many of them are very afraid of the phantom virus. If

anything; this is a pandemic of irrational and delusional fear! This insanity will continue in perpetuity; and you have my guarantee on

that.

Whether the oligarchs stick with "covid", or they bring us H5N1, Measles, Marburg, Smallpox, or whatever, in order to keep the masses

in a constant state of fear, it will continue! From the beginning; I told people that "covid" was nothing more than a weapon of mass

distraction and 'a means to an end'. The 'end' should be painfully obvious by now. Let me give you a hint: WEF, WHO and the UN. We

only have a few years (at most) left. How many will remain apathetic, indifferent and complacent - to the end? The nanobot shots are

already modifying the genetic code of humanity. Transhumanism is the End Game. Anyone who hasn't connected the dots by now,

probably never will.
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Yes, Randy, and thanks to the globalist elites on their way to the Great Reset, we have another pandemic far worse than AIDS.

Yes Tracy, DR. REINER FUELLMICH - URGENT WARNING TO THE WORLD: AIDS WILL BE THEIR NEXT MOVE!

rumble.com/v112ehz-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-urgent-warning-to-the-world-ai..  (04/15/2022) The evidence is showing that we are

facing a pandemic of vaccinated patients Slling hospitals because between the ADE and the weakness of the immune system

caused by the vaccines, people die. The real answer behind the repeat booster is that covid vaccines destroy the immune

system and leave people absolutely powerless to mount an immune response against pathogens.

A person injected with mRNA gene therapy will also have compromised immunity against common strains of the ju. In

essence, they have become vaccine-induced “AIDS” patients with collapsed immunity against everything. This is the real

depopulation agenda. www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19-  Covid-19 vaccine-induced acquired

immunodeSciency syndrome, or VAIDS, appears to be one of the most serious long-term adverse effects caused by injections.

In essence, the injections are destroying people's immune systems over time, leaving them prone to infections of all kinds.

It's not just the effectiveness of injections that decreases over time, as some claim, but the performance of the immune system.

Fauci ju shots act like the grim reaper, so to speak, for the immune system. The eBcacy of injections is negative in terms of the

immune protection they provide. The data show that immune function suffers a net reduction after injection, which is the

opposite of what a vaccine is supposed to do. dailyexpose.uk/.../the-covid-19-vaccines-cause-aids  (02/13/2022)
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Thanks for the link, Gui. How can people not see the insanity and idiocy of injecting someone who has an "autoimmune"

disorder, with a shot that destroys the immune system?! I mentioned previously; and advised many people not to get the ju

shot, this fall - or anytime! They tried this in 2009. I suspect that the ju shot is already mRNA and I also suspect and expect that

there will be millions of deaths with the people who have already been injected, then take the ju shot! The situation can only get

worse. Here's a really good video. Dr. Tenpenny doesn't pull any punches. --

www.brighteon.com/d2ae719c-105f-4320-821a-ac296e50fcc8
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Gui-If Aids will be next I don't know if you are familiar with the works from Dr. Sebi people should look into his protocols for

Aids/cancer/and overall natural ways to good health. universe-inside-you.com/dr-sebi-the-herbalist
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Looking back at 20/20 hindsight, we should have NEVER allowed annual ju shots. Natural immunity to the ju lasts years, if not

decades! This was the Trojan horse to what is happening today. The thirty year childhood vaccine schedule is another example

of how, when, where and why we’ve failed at combatting Fauci, et al! No matter how loud the cries, how abysmal the outcomes,

how diligent the warriors of truth, FAUCI is responsible and must be removed from power!
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Moony; I've repeated the following, more times than I can remember: Every year that I took the ju shot, I suffered terrible bouts

of ju and a couple of colds every year, that often lasted a few weeks. Since 2009, when I decided to never get another vaccine (I

saw the aggressive push for H1N1 and knew that they were up to something nefarious), I haven't had any problems with those

two "sicknesses". Not one episode of the ju and not one cold - in the past 13 years! I don't see how that is so diBcult to Sgure

out.
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And now a Disinformation Governance Board has been announced. You, know to combat all the things now known as the truth, but

were & in some cases still attacked as disinformation. The Parasitic Predator$ Disinformation promoted as the one and only truth

wrote in stone, rather than discussion, debate, reasonable questions, watchdogs doing their jobs. Already too many people captured

by Marketing, Propaganda, Political, ProSteering Science still paralyzed by Fear Porn & Mass Formation. Now the push is for a

captured audience who never participates in much of anything except top down dictates no matter how off we know everything is

without having to be told.
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Yes, Just, propaganda, fear and disinformation drive the restrictive measures and the "vaccines" DHS means more control, more

loss of freedoms. More fascism. Link to the center of digital hate and all the maneuvers that the globalist elite is creating to

align people on the path of the Great Reset. Extremist language seeks channels to silence critical thought, to silence the truth of

science and cover up a tyranny without limits. b If this isn't a government effort to discourage legal speech, I don't know what is.

The question is, is it so broad and dangerous that I can show it will have a chilling and unconstitutional effect on me (and

others), even if I don't know I'm being targeted? It feels like a form of pre-moderation, made worse by being so broad.

The bulletin referenced the "widespread online proliferation of false or misleading narratives" regarding COVID, stating. We

could all be in the "hot water of terrorism," Iversen said, either by knowingly or unknowingly spreading misinformation,

disinformation or malicious information, though deSnitions of those terms continue to change. . The US DHS is creating with its

own disinformation a legal framework to prosecute or hold indeSnite detention any and all people who confront oBcial lies with

the truth.

Misinformation that sows discord and undermines public conSdence in the government includes allegations of voter fraud. DHS

adds airline warnings about 5G cellular technology to massive archive of dangerous speech. The establishment is going to use

force to protect their lies. The day the PATRIOT Act was passed marked America's turn toward tyranny.

www.globalresearch.ca/disagree-government-policy-homeland-security-say..  (02/14/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny-ahead/5769940?utm_campaign=magnet&ut..  (09/02/2022)
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I strongly suspect the Chinese are locked down to damage the US economy. They have a 50 year plan and don’t care about their own

people.
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moggypet, I predict that the Chinese will attack the United States in 2049, the 100th anniversary of the CCP. The Chinese are

fanatic about celebrating CCP anniversaries, and that is a big one. They have been preparing militarily and in every other way for

decades to celebrate that "milestone", buying and developing minesites all over the world for metals to produce materiel. Ever

since 1997, when China took over Hong Kong, the CCP has scuttled the treaty to maintain a "One Country/Two System"

arrangement that was to last until 2047, and has been steadily taking over and undermining the city-state's economy, and

British-based legal system. I predict that before 2049 the CCP will eliminate Hong Kong's civilian population and convert Hong

Kong entirely into a military base from which to deploy its armed forces against both US territories in the PaciSc and the US

mainland.
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This hurts my heart so horrendously, reading about what they are doing to the innocent and defenseless pets. Live dogs and cats and

other animals are living beings with thoughts and feelings and have equal right as humans to exist and live on the earth and are no

less important. The evil will eventually be held accountable for their actions and will be punished, even if it isn't in this life.
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That broke my heart too
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It is soooo very heart-breaking.
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Think about it! Ironically, these Political Demz, using honorable free speech to denounce free speech!
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It's who they are, it's what they do. :-(
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Roughly 26 million Shanghai residents unable to go to the store or get medication. Adults and children are being force vaccinated in

their homes and on the street. This is our future also, in 2030 after The Great Reset.  * * *  Marc van Ranst gets money from the Gates

foundation. He is the Belgian Flu Commissioner, In just a few minutes he explains in a lecture how he mislead and used fear to play the

media and injuence politicians to get people vaccinated for the fake Swine pandemic (H1N1). His lecture is at the ESWI/Chatham

House Injuenza Pandemic Preparedness Stakeholders Conference on 22 January 2019 www.youtube.com/watch  (very short video)

After 2030 is will be so much easier for Marc van Ranst and Gates to get us ALL vaccinated.
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Very true PETE, and the economic crisis aggravated by the new lockdowns in China, will cause disastrous consequences for

those below, for those who are already suffering from the COVID lockdowns. and enrichment for the 1%, for the globalists who

support the Great Reset. Over 400 studies show the failure of COVID policies and mandates. Despite this, when the world

begins to return to normal after having overcome the false coronavirus pandemic that began in Wuhan two years ago, a new

impact is also coming from China. Shanghai's Covid conSnement will not only affect China's economy, but that of the entire

planet as it is one of the main centers of globalization.

Nestled in the Yangtze River Delta, one of the pillars of the "global factory", this futuristic megalopolis of 25 million alone

represents 3% of China's Gross Domestic Product and 10% of its total trade since 2018. In addition to The Snancial capital of

the Asian giant and its most international city, Shanghai is an important industrial and logistics center for the entire planet.

“Ongoing lockdowns in Shanghai, a major hub for U.S. semiconductor and electronics supply chains, have left automakers,

electronics companies and consumer goods companies facing months of delays and costs. higher,” the Washington Post

reported.

"If Shanghai is still unable to resume work and production, starting in May, all tech and industrial players involved in the

Shanghai supply chain will shut down completely, especially the auto industry," warned Richard Yu, head of consumer and auto

business in chinese technology. Giant Huawei. According to American Shipper, the supply chain problems that have developed

across China as a result of the Shanghai shutdown are now extreme. Currently, more than 90 percent of truck capacity is out of

service, and the trucks that are still in service face problems getting in and out of the city without special permission.
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Currently available permits are only valid for 24 hours at a time and only work for speciSc pre-established routes. “Even with

this Sxed, it is possible that the government will seize the trucks reserved for transporting relief supplies,” Seko Logistics

announced in a statement. update for your customers. Since most of the world's consumer goods come from China, everyone

will be affected by what is currently going on in the name of "public health." So get ready: things are about to get even uglier.

Some of the long lists of challenges facing the shipping industry include higher oil prices, fuel costs and negative pressure on

demand, which was already teetering on rising injation.

Rising operating expenses, including rising shipping prices, are also a big factor. Current events around the world are also

heavily injuencing the state of the shipping industry. The COVID-19 lockdowns in China are hampering the production of goods

and reducing their jow. “The latest information from China suggests that the lockdowns have curbed domestic oil demand by

almost a million barrels per day,” chartering and market analysis platform Alphatanker wrote on Monday.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/ineffective-and-harmful-400-studies-show-fai..

 collapse.news/2022-04-29-shanghai-covid-lockdowns-have-halted-everythi..  (04/29/2022)

www.freightwaves.com/news/cargo-backlog-ripples-beyond-shanghai-as-loc..  (04/18/2022)

collapse.news/2022-04-27-shipping-companies-stocks-plummet-supply-chai..  (04/27/2022)
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They had a "summit" in March and there's another one coming up in a few days, that should almost seal our fate. The next move

will be for the WHO to take over "Global Healthcare". --

www.gov.uk/government/speeches/minister-milling-speech-at-the-cepi-glo..
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Not when we stop them! We have no choice. We must stop engaging in their “self fulSlling prophecy” mentality and let go of

their grip on our nihilism.
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European Parliament has brave members and I hope that your mentioned this guy Ranst will go to the black hole with other

criminals: www.youtube.com/watch
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The CCP are lying sons of the devil. They are not force vaccinating to save anyone, they force vaccinating them with transhuman

technology so they can create the biggest artiScial soldier network on the planet. The bible says the last and most brutal wicked power

on earth is the dragon. That's the CCP.
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Injecting them to KILL them off.  Sharing this video from Dr. Sherri Tenpenny that someone here just shared:

www.brighteon.com/d2ae719c-105f-4320-821a-ac296e50fcc8
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How could this be true??? How can human beings do this to each other and to animals???!!! This must stop! Why isn't stuff like this all

over the news? Oh, I forgot there really is no real news anymore!
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"You're not leaving this table till you Snish what's on your plate! There are people starving in China!" (What parents said to fussy eating

children in the 1930s/40s/50s/60s/70s) Guess what? This is now valid again and in even greater unimaginable numbers!  The World is

at war on an entirely different scale and trauma. This is the New Frontier.  Sigh........
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wallguy, My mother uttered that nonsense to me at dinner one day during my rebellious teenage years in the 1970s, and I

replied, "Well then, those Chinks can have my leftovers!" Stunned silence followed. I guiltlessly tossed my leftovers in the

garbage.
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While the prime minister of Canada admires Chinese dictatorship. As he says, and as we see. Scum.
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More unsettling news - China is still poised to invade Taiwan, its a wait and see - Biden has threatened but who knows what that

may mean.
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This has to be about more than a mild virus. This makes no sense. Many more people are going to die from starvation & the jabs than

would ever have died from the virus. The Chinese government knows this. They are trying to cover something up something else.
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Not everyone can tolerate the transhuman engineering of the human body. They need an excuse for the many deaths and severe

adverse effects. These are crimes against humanity and crimes against nature. Ask yourself why semiconductor substances

would be injected into the human body. Research has already shown that the majority of those vaxinated (except for a small

control group who received placebo vaxines) emit radio frequencies, whereas the unvaxed do not. It is not healthy or normal to

disrupt the intrinsic harmony of the bio-chemical-electrical system in the body.

In many ways, the energetic processes are being distorted. This alters pathways and metabolism. Some of this may involve

exposure to external injuences (as triggers), too. There is a natural ebb and jow of all life processes. Everything in the body

must move in an appropriate manner. (blood, oxygen, muscles, nerve action, hormones, etc.) When the energy is disrupted, so is

the jow. No movement means no life. Movement is the basis of life. You do not want to disorder it.
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I can't even describe how dismayed i am at the information contained in this article.  The CCP has to be the most WICKED, EVIL entity

on this planet.  The only consolation i have is that the Lord over the Universe will judge them and will mete out just punishment.  A

more crass way to put it is that karma is a bigger *** than they can think about being.  In the end, they will get what's coming to them;

what goes around comes around.
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If there is a bright side to this atrocity...it will be easier to not buy stuff "made in China". Maybe American companies will bring

manufacturing back to the USA and stop using cheap Chineese labor. I can't say that I feel sorry for the Amercan companies in China

who might lose a butt load of money because of what's happening right now. I do feel terrible for the people in China and what they are

doing to the animals sets my hair on Sre!! If we don't wake up in this country, we will be suffering the same horrid things happening in

China. Google, FB, Amazon, and many other big tech & mega buck companies in this country are setting us up for exactly what's

happening in China. The WEF, WHO,UN, the entire alphabet soup are setting us up. Started with the plandemic, the vaccine, now they

want digital currency...its coming!! Be aware and be prepared. Lock and load!
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The Chinese communists appear to be extremely brutal. By far, more people will die from these horrible measures than from any fake

pandemic. But perhaps that is what they want...to thin their population by a few hundred million.
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PCR test may give false positives. It is impossible to be 100% free of anything.
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Obviously, the vaccines do not do what was intended in saving us, or this would not have happened. This is a case where man or "a

man", that is, government has assumed the role of God. The US government has not yet gone that far, but they are getting closer every

year in making government our God. Just have to create enough emergencies to be able to re-interpet the constitution to make

government our God, making federal government our state religion.
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Thanks, Dr. Mercola for such an excellent article about the situation in China. Mr. Truedau's greatest wish is to put Canada in the same

situation. Last week the Canadian Medical Association Journal published fraudulent science by University of Toronto epidemiology

professor Dr David Fisman and his team. This fake science inverted reality and blamed the covid "unvaccinated" for covid cases in the

"vaccinated". This is a complete inversion of reality. The article was also drenched in thick rhetoric promoting human rights violations

and forced injections. Big pharma media puppets across the nation and around the world ran with this fake study, and spread hatred

for non-genetically modiSed people. David Fisman, or "Professore," is a disgrace to science!It would come as a complete shock to

Canadians if they knew what is going on in their universities.

The criteria for a Ph.D. are almost non-existent. Ph.D theses are based on fake data and are nothing more than a data collection.

Taxpayers' money is spent on fraud proposals, relocating equipment from one location to another, and erecting massive structures

that are nearly empty. Please, parents, do not send your children to universities. Look for an excellent online college where they can

learn real skills from qualiSed instructors and good non-buerocratic people. Professorial quality is at an all-time low currently!

Universities have transformed into a haven for mediocre academics.
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Good job on tagging the inversion!
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Dr Byram Bridle has circulated an initial refutation of this 'science' article, which just plays with the same 'modelling' that has

been used as the justiScation for lockdowns. But because he had disclosed the PSzer data (at the time, as provided to the

Japanese government), on national radio in Canada he has been subjected to the same campaign of defamation and restriction

of online access, etc..  Dr Sam Dubé's channel on rumble(dot-com) there has very focussed interviews and discussions. Most

recently, the World Council for Health (international physicians and scientists who had not submitted to the imposed protocols)

including Dr Mark Trozzi (site name just 'drtrozzi' dot-org. (Not using links on purpose but simple URLs you can type yourself.)

You can Snd links to Dr Bridle's important statement via Dr Trozzi.  Focus on both legal actions and on challenging falsiSed

science!
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The last effort did not seem to work re China's history of ruler abuse. Trying again.  Thousands of years of authoritarian insanity

 brasscheck.com/video/understanding-china-2/
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi thanks! actually your link does work, providing you copy and paste it into a browser search. Doesn't work by clicking on it as it

is not a hyperlink. Haven't had time...will get to it later.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 1:43:15 PM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

China is King Daddy, showing the rest of the world how it is done!

🇨🇳

 

🇨🇳

 

🇨🇳

 WooHoo! Or should I say Wuhan!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 9:29:14 AM
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spo2318
Joined On 5/18/2014 12:02:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why aren’t you posting on Gab? No censorship and many millions of users, think over 20,000,000 by now. It’s open to all. You can

reach more than on Twitter.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 8:57:53 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Chinese have a long history of being abused by their absolute rulers. The link below explains a lot.

brasscheck.com/video/understanding-china-2/

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 8:56:50 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woodcarver, please recopy and paste your link. somehow it has been truncated.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 9:04:01 AM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

China is way beyond cruel. I don’t even have the words to describe how I feel about this. I feel so sorry for the people in China.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 8:13:21 AM
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The worst part is how many in the west, the US perhaps especially, are ignorant of what is happening in China. Then again, we have

people who cheered others losing their jobs for not complying with the "vaccine" order.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 7:30:41 AM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Total undeniable evidence that "Humanity" is being treated as disposable crash test dummies et/all!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 6:26:39 AM
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

China is a sh!tty culture. The world's oldest "civilization" is the world's most brutal. They are the MEANEST examples of humanity on

this planet, bar none. The ONLY thing that stopped Mao's bullsh!t "cultural revolution" was a massive earthquake. Well, we now have

the capacity to "earthquake" countries. I say let's do Beijing Srst, then Washington, D.C., followed by Sydney and Ottawa next. After that

should come Paris, then Vienna and Rome. And lest we forget, Jerusalem.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 5:27:53 AM
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janelee3130
Joined On 9/20/2013 7:36:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can tell you are living in HELL! So I wish you a long live life. Enjoy your hell life. I LOVE CHINA! HA HA!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 5:54:10 AM
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amandaba
Joined On 4/17/2022 8:37:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

missing London, Los Angeles, and New York

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 12:06:47 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May want to keep in mind that Subtle yet important changes are afoot, we hardly get to notice or even see these! - This tidbit is

recent from Bloomberg Press, no less!! www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-26/covid-case-metrics-fall-beh..  -

Omicron allowed hospitals cut the number of reported cases in half?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 1:39:54 PM
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

China is a different country with different culture and different values. What they do is their business, and all their decisions are made

on previous experience. Their mentality is different, they don't think like we are, and this fact does not make them wrong. Plus, I am

sure, this article does not mention everything

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 5:42:36 PM
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cjblueridge
Joined On 3/29/2022 1:44:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, China is different, their culture is different, but what they do is everybody's business. They gave us Covid, what will they

give us next. Their mentality is different and it is WRONG!! The Chinese cannot possibly justify what they are doing to their own

people. Starving them, forcing them to be vaccinated, forcing them into isolation, killing their pets...what part of that, to quote

you "does not make them wrong"? If there is something missing in this article that might enlighten us, please share.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 11:04:01 PM

$ Like  % Dislike

 

tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

US bio lab in China gave you COVID.  US should stop sticking its nose into everyone's business. Learn to respect others even if

you don't understand them. "The biggest mistake is to think that only with your bell tower you can see the whole truth ... Deaf

always think that those who dance are crazy" 

👍

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 6:08:59 AM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It must be obvious that unhealthy conditions of lack of good food and water, temperature control and the cortisol raising stress of

such unnatural controls is all certainly contrary to a strong immune system that can resist disease and infection, so I suspect

alternative agendas that somehow favor Luciferian global governance in a convoluted path to get there that deSes logic yet that is the

nature of evil.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 2:34:11 AM
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janelee3130
Joined On 9/20/2013 7:36:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article has a long reference list of liars, e.g. CNN ( Dr. Mercola said so). Dr. Mercola, you may want to Snd a ghost writer who is

juent in both Chinse and English if you want to Snd out what is really happening in China, Shang Hai and Beijing.

眼⻅为实，道听途说为虚。This American is living in Shanghai and talking about the lockdown: Shanghai Lockdown - BS!

www.youtube.com/watch

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 6:02:22 AM
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh because communist China just loves its people lol -

mobile.twitter.com/MuYangLee_XWKD/status/1514559098288852995?s=20&..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 6:43:33 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Janalee 谢谢，⼀个很好的视频，⼀个关于传闻的好话

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/2/2022 7:42:52 AM
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